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CERTJFICATEOF MAILING UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.8(a)
The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is being placed in the United States mail
with first-class postage attached, addressed to Assistant Commissioner for P
Box Non-Fee Amendment, Washington, DC 20231 on M h 1, 1999.,

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

In response to the office communication dated October 28,1998, please
amend the above-identified application as follows:

In the claims:

In the Specification:

Page 2, line 13, cha~~.XXX.xxX.XXX" to --XXX.XXX.XXX--;

line 14, Chapxx.xxx.XXX.xXX.1 0" to --XXX.XXX.XXX.1 0--;

line 15, change" .XXX.XXX.XXX.11" to --XXX.XXX.XXX.11--;

line 15, ch~ "XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX.12" to --XXX.XXX.XXX.12--;

Page 11, line 10, change "232
" to --32-bit--.

/
Please amege claims as follows:

Please ca~el claims 1-4 and 6-11, without prejudice.

\.J1. (Amended) A computer program product for use with a computer system,

(j"\. the computer system executing a first process and operatively connectable to a
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second process [having first and second processors] and a server [operatively

coupled] over a computer network, the computer program product comprising:

a computer usable medium having program code [means] embodied in the

medium [for establishing a point-to-point communications link between the first

processor and the second processor over the computer network], the [medium .

further] program code comprising:

program code for transmitting to the server a network protocol address

received by the first process following connection to the computer network;

program code [means] for transmitting, [from the first processor] to the

server, a query as to whether the second [processor] process is connected to the

computer network;

program code [means] for receiving a network protocol address of the

second [processor] process from the server, when the second [processor]

process is connected to the computer network; and

program code [means], responsive to the network protocol address of the

second [processor] process, for establishing a point-to-point communication link

between the first [processor] process and the second [processor] process over

the computer network.

~
'J!J. (Amended) [A computer server] An apparatus for enabling point-to-point

communications between a first and a second [processor] process over a

computer network, the [server] apparatus comprising:

a [server] processor;

a network interface [means], operatively coupled to the [server] processor,

for connecting the [server] apparatus to the computer network;

a memory, operatively coupled to the processor, for storing a network

protocol address for selected of a plurality of [processors connected] processes.

each network protocol address stored in the memory following connection of a

respective process to the computer network;

means, responsive to a query from the first [processor] process, for

determining the on-line status of the second [processor] process and for
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transmitting [the] a network protocol address of the second [processor] process

to the first [processor] process in response to a positive determination of the on

line status of the second [processor] process.

:3;; d
2( (Amended) The computer server apparatus of claim~ further comprising

a timer [means], operatively coupled to the [server] processor, for time stamping

the network protocol addresses stored in the memory.

receiving and storing into a computer memory [storing in the

database,] a respective network protocol address for [each]

selected of a plurality of [processing units] processes that have an

on-line status with respect to the computer network. each of the

network protocol addresses received following connection of the

respective process to the computer network;

receiving a query from the first [processing unit] process to

determine the on-line status of the second [processing unit]

B.

LfJRf (Amended) [In a connection server having a database and a computer

network operatively coupled thereto, a] A method for enabling point-to-point

communication between a first [processing unit] process and a second

[processing unit] process over a computer network, the method comprising the

steps of:

A.

c.

D.

process;

determining the on-line status of the second [processing unit]

process; and

transmitting an indication of the on-line status of the second

[processing unit] process to the first [processing unit] process over

the computer network.

t+
'fl. (Amended) The method of claim ~ wherein step C further comprises the

steps of:
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c.1 searching the [database] computer memory for an entry relating the

second [processing unit] process; and

c.2 retrieving [the] f! network protocol address of the second

[processing unit] process in response to a positive determination of the on-line

status of the second [processing unit] process.

,~ (Amended) The method of claim ;JWherein step D further comprises the

steps of:

d.1 transmitting the network protocol address of the second [processing

unit] process to the first [processing unit] process when the second [processing

unit] process is determined in step C to have a positive on-line status with

respect to the computer network.

1 . 4
Jff (Amended) The method of claim f6 wherein step D further comprises the

steps of:

d.1 generating an off-line message when the second [processing unit]

process is determined in step C to have a negative on-line status with respect to

the computer network; and

d.2 transmitting the off-line message to the first [processing unit]

process.

Cb ~
}6. (Amended) The method of claim .f6 further comprising the steps of:

E. receiving an E-mail signal comprising a first network protocol

address from the first [processing unit] process; and

F. transmitting the E-mail signal over the computer network to the

second [processing unit] process.

q 1J
J1. (Amended) The method of claim ¢ wherein the E-mail signal further

comprises a session number and wherein step F further comprises the step of:

f.1 transmitting the session number and network protocol address over

the computer network to the second [processor] process.
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ft (Amended) In a computer system. a [A] method for establishing a point-

to-point communication link from a caller [processor] process to a callee

[processor] process over a computer network, the caller [processor having]

process having a user interface and being operatively [coupled] connectable to

the callee [processor] process and a server over the computer network, the

method comprising the steps of:

A. [generating an] providing a user interface element representing a

first communication line;

B. [generating an] providing a user interface element representing a

first callee [processor] process; and

C. establishing a point-to-point communication link from the caller

[processor] process to the first callee [processor] process, in response to a user

associating the element representing the first callee [processor] process with the

element representing the first communication line.

{\ 10
~ (Amended) The method of claim J1 wherein step C further comprises the

steps of:

c.1 ~ querying the server as to the on-line status of the first callee

[processorJ/ process and

c.2 receiving a network protocol address of the first callee [processor]

process over the computer network from the server.

\~ tUy. (Amended) The method of claim JI2. further comprising the step of:

D. [generating] providing an element representing a second

communication line.

\~ .

(Amended) The method of claim~ further comprising the ste~of:

E. terminating the point-to-point communication link from the caller

[processor] process to the first callee [processor] process, in response to the
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